KUKA cell4_arc compact
_the compact MIG/MAG cell, immediately ready for production

KUKA MIG/MAG cells for easy entry into the world of automated welding. Quickly available and individually preconfigured. Whether for steel or aluminum, you can adapt KUKA cell4_arc compact flexibly to your application and your specific welding processes. For utmost manufacturing efficiency, compact solution in confined spaces.
KUKA cell4...arc compact
compact arc welding cell, preconfigured and immediately productive

With cell4...arc compact, KUKA delivers everything from a single source: perfectly coordinated components, defined interfaces and tried-and-tested processes. Preconfigured and immediately ready for direct commissioning in your production environment. The fully-automated cell can be equipped with various different positioning units, as well as hardware and software options, providing a custom-tailored solution for your production facility. **Optimally integrated with comprehensive support from our experts throughout – from planning through to servicing.**

**Various option packages can be selected, depending on the specific requirements on the welding applications:**

- Predefined welding equipment packages including torch cleaning system
  - Fronius TPS 320i Fe / TPS 400i Fe / Fronius TPS 400i Al

**The following additional option packages are available for cell4...arc compact KPS single KR and cell4...arc compact KPIA single KR:**

- Advanced KUKA application software package:
  - KUKA ProcessScreen
    (for monitoring + documentation of process parameters)
- Operator control and visualization with KUKA HMI Advanced
- Central power supply
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